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1. LAY MY BURDEN BY THE RIVER  4:33
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken Whiteley: guitar, vocal; Ben Whiteley: string bass

I started on these travels as January winds howled outside and I allowed myself the 
rare opportunity to sit in the studio and just jam away. I was playing my old 
Gibson LG-3 acoustic guitar through a small Fender Princeton amp, facing up a brick 
stairway for a little extra sonic ambience. LAY MY BURDEN BY THE RIVER came out of 
that. Surprisingly, the music brought back memories of being in the Himalayas 
approaching the source of the Ganges River, a place of many metaphors.

Well I started on these travels, 
In another time and place,
All the things these eyes have seen, 
Have been written on my face.

With friends I’ve had communion, 
I had foes who turned away,
But all of these have been my teachers, 
They have brought me here today.

(so) Lay my burdens by the river, 
I don’t need them anymore,
For a boat is here to take me, 
Take me to the other shore.

I stood high on a mountain, 
The valley spread out at my feet,
And in that clear light of that mountain, 
I saw the future I must meet.

There were still many rocks before me, 
Much cause to beware,
Still I could see that far off river, 
These were dangers I could bear.

All the time that I’ve been lost and, 
All the times that I’ve been low,
There’ve been signs to keep me going, 
Feel the love to let me grow.

For there’s always dawn a-coming, 
Even if clouds dim the light,
Once you’ve been tried and tested, 
Keep that strength to hold on tight.

(so) Lay my burdens by the river, 
I don’t need them anymore,
For a boat is here to take me, 
Take me to that other shore,
To the other shore,
Keep on going, to that other shore.

Gomukh Valley, India and the 
Gangotri Glacier, source of the 
Ganges River
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2.  CALM IN THE EYE OF THE STORM  4:15
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: guitar, mandolin, vocal; Ben: string bass; Lyle Mozlan: percussion
Eve Goldberg, Jane Lewis: harmony vocals

CALM IN THE EYE OF THE STORM is specifically for my wife Ellen and more generally 
speaks of an invitation to find that place of solace in the face of this tumultuous 
world. When I chose it as the title for this album, it actually brought the rest of the 
work into focus for me. I realized that the diversity represented by the political, the 
personal and the spiritual all resonated with this idea.

3. TUNE ME UP  4:23 
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: resophonic guitar, mandolin, electric guitar, vocal; George Koller: string bass;
Lyle: percussion; Amoy Levy, Ciceal Levy: harmony vocals

I wrote TUNE ME UP with several images in mind: the singing sound of the flexible 
willow branches, the reed flute vibrating with the breath of life and also my 
experiences with the great blues mandolinist, Yank Rachell. When I was booking the 
Mariposa Folk Festival in 1978, Yank was one of my first calls. I had the privilege of 
playing with him several times and later in his life, he took to tuning his mandolin 
not to standard concert pitch, but to “where it felt right that day.”

Let me be your instrument, tune me up    
Let me be your instrument, tune me up
When my balance starts to shift, 
when my spirit needs a lift,
Tune me up, tune me up

May I bend like a willow in the wind,
Vibrate a note as the music begins
Channel the waves that roll through my soul
Knowing each note is a part of the whole

With my feet on the earth, reach for the sun,
Feel the eternal flame till this day is done,
All the water within, that rolls 
   through my veins
Flow with the moon as it waxes and wanes

Like Yank Rachell with his old mandolin
Find that feel good spot and let the music begin
Can’t be too slack and not too tight
Get to the place where it just sounds right

Like a reed by the waters shore, 
Let the warm wind blow 
Feel the grace of the master’s touch, 
In that moment know, 
Tune me up.

Ken with Amoy and Ciceal Levy, 
Winnipeg Folk Festival, 2013

Be my calm in the eye of the storm
Be my place where I’m safe from all harm
We know that we can’t stop the wind 
   and the rain,
So be my calm in the eye of the storm.

Swirling,
Thoughts unfurling,
Like an unbound book in the breeze.
Slowly,
Gather pages,
Decide what we need from all these.

Forces,
We’re a part of,
Both obscure and clearly seen.
Intentions,
Reach the heart of,
What we’ve always been.

Pathways,
Stretch beyond the haze,
To an ending we can’t see.
Still there is one place,
Just right for you and me.
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Jane Lewis and Eve Goldberg— 
collectively, Gathering Sparks



 4. I HEAR THE WIND  4:22
Ken Whiteley (2017)

Ken: twelve string guitar, vibraphone, lead vocal, harmony vocals; John Showman: fiddle;
Cathy Fink: banjo; Gord Mowat: string bass; Lyle: percussion; Njacko Backo: flexatone;
Amoy, Ciceal: harmony vocals

I have heard that there are 25,000,000 refugees in the world today, displaced by war, 
famine and disruption. The United Nations Refugee Agency says that number could 
rise ten times by 2050 if there isn’t significant change of societal behaviour 
mitigating our current climate trajectory. I HEAR THE WIND was my emotional 
response to the collective cry of so many souls already seeking refuge.

(Oo-o-h)
I hear the wind, crying down the mountain side,
I hear the wind, crying down the mountain side,
With each gust, it sings as it sighs.

It’s the song of a million twisted hearts,
The song of a million twisted hearts,
Looking through the darkness 
   for a new place to start.

Anguished voices make their jumbled cries,
Anguished voices make their jumbled cries,
In that act, something else survives.

So hard to fight the spirit of the times,
So hard to fight the spirit of the times,
Use our voice, let’s shift the paradigm.

All around the world, from Kabul to Calais,
Sudan to Aleppo, yesterday, today,
The surging sound of souls cannot be denied,
Roaring through the valleys, up the other side.
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 5. SALUTING THE SUN  5:24
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: twelve string guitar, piano, vocal; John: violins; George: string bass; Ben: drums;
Felicity Williams: harmony vocals

Many of us involved in regular spiritual practice have no doubt experienced 
tears welling up, seemingly out of the blue, in the course of that practice. 
SALUTING THE SUN began while doing sun salutations one morning. I could have 
said, “Keep practicing, especially when it’s hard” but it doesn’t flow as well sung 
that way. They call it a “practice” for a reason.

Saluting the sun, I start to cry,
The strangest thing is I can’t say why,
It must be the pain I carry around,
I feel the tears but they don’t make a sound.

Think of the gifts which we’ve been given,
Think of the forces with which I’m driven,
I feel the light, even masked by the grey,
Too overwhelmed to know what to say.

Keep practicing when it’s hard, 
Keep practicing when it’s hard,
From allegro down to ritard.

Losing my temper, reacting to words,
The emotions behind, that come out all blurred,
Don’t have to resign to that endless wheel,
Change the channel to what I really feel.

Think of the maestro, on the concert stage,
Years behind each turn of the page,
All of the parts that make up the whole,
Celebrate this symphony of the soul.

Saluting the sun, a brand new day,
Another chance just to find my way,
To re-connect to what’s really real,
End the pretense, nothing to conceal.

Felicity Williams

Ken Whiteley in halasana—the plow 
pose. Part of my practice, though 
not part of the sun salutations.

Keep practicing when it’s hard, 
Keep practicing when it’s hard,
From allegro down to ritard.

Losing my temper, reacting to words,
The emotions behind, that come out all blurred,
Don’t have to resign to that endless wheel,
Change the channel to what I really feel.

Think of the maestro, on the concert stage,
Years behind each turn of the page,
All of the parts that make up the whole,
Celebrate this symphony of the soul.

Saluting the sun, a brand new day,
Another chance just to find my way,
To re-connect to what’s really real,
End the pretense, nothing to conceal.
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6.  STEPHEN’S LAST GAME  4:41 
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: guitar, acoustic bass guitar, mandolin, vocal; Lyle: percussion;
Eve, Jane: harmony vocals 

In the example of the great Woody Guthrie, I wrote STEPHEN’S LAST GAME after 
reading a true story in the New York Times several years ago. What I don’t 
understand is how some followers of Jesus can reconcile “love your neighbour as 
yourself” and his specific depiction that the “other” is our neighbour* with an 
anti-immigrant stance.  * Luke 10:25-37

Stephen runs down the hill, glove in his hand, 
Ready for ball with his friends
This is the last game before school next week
The season is soon going to end.
Theresa drives off from the ball field that day,
She has to go talk with her boss,
She wants to look good, but her stomach feels tight,
How can she measure the loss.

Beneath an Iowa sky, 
In her car she starts cry  
I have to ask myself why 
Ask why.

Her mind goes back through the seasons she’s known
To think this is their last September
She came as a child, all her good friends are here
It’s the only home she remembers
Her mother had come for a better life,
A dream that’s shared by so many
Soon she’ll leave this place and her friends so dear,
For a place where she hasn’t any.

Stephen’s dad swam across and he made it alive, 
They met on an Iowa farm
He was strong and worked hard, with a big, winning smile
And never caused anyone harm
Then I.C.E. picked him up and sent him away,
Finally back to the place he was born,
Now he’s waiting for them in a house he’s just built,
Why does she feel so forlorn.

Now she has to tell Stephen, right after his game,
How will this boy understand
It’s the kind of thing that’s hard to explain, 
Even to a grownup man.
He’s a sweet trusting kid, quick with a grin
And good with his old baseball glove
He’ll look at his Mom and her heart will break
Two souls that want only love

Beneath an Iowa sky
They both start to cry       
We must ask ourselves why
Ask why.

So school will start in with one empty desk
In another week they’ll be gone,
Leaving the only home that they’ve known
Who says that they have to move on,

Beneath God’s great, big sky
We could all start to cry       
We must ask ourselves why
Ask why.

Lyle Mozlan



7.  GREED IS A FLAWED ORGANIZING PRINCIPLE  2:55
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: ukuleles, washtub bass, lap steel, lead and harmony vocals

I was at a big “Green New Deal” event in Toronto this year and while there was 
much that was inspiring, I came away with mixed feelings. I wanted to write 
something that got to the core of one of the main, underlying issues. At the same 
time, I believe that it’s hard to sway other people’s opinions by shouting at them. 
What could be less threatening than a ukulele?

Greed is a flawed organizing principle,
Greed is a flawed organizing principle,
For you and me, for society.

When profit motive is sacrosanct,
See the power of business, the power of banks,
How can wellbeing take second place?
What about the future that we all face?

Let’s consider our options here
What about life do we really hold dear?
If we have to choose between 
between the planet and plastic
It might be time to do something drastic.

I shouldn’t have to tell you ‘bout the rising seas,
Species extinction, importance of the bees.
We’ve changed this planet in so many ways, 
But if we don’t change ourselves, 
you can number our days.

Greed is a flawed organizing principle.

8. YOU BETTER MIND  5:28 
Traditional, arranged, new lyrics Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: guitar, electric bass, vocal; Nikki D. Brown: sacred steel, harmony vocal;
Lyle: percussion; Gloria Brown, Tomika Webb: harmony vocals

YOU BETTER MIND is based on a traditional old African American gospel number. 
Check out The Georgia Sea Island Singers or Golden Gate Quartet versions. I thought 
the verses could do with an update. It was great to sing and play this with Nikki D. 
and the Sisters of Thunder from Toledo, Ohio.

You better mind, you better mind,
Don’t you know you got to 
Give an account 
up in judgement,
You better mind.

You better mind how you talk,
Better mind what you’re talking about, 
Cause you got to give an account  
up in judgement,
You better mind.
People lying in your face,
The way they talk is a real disgrace.
Cause you got to give an account 
up in judgement,
You better mind.

People sharing what they’ve barely read,
Don’t even think about the hurt they spread,
You got to give an account 
up in judgement,
You better mind.
We’re all connected by the web we weave,
How we think and act, all that we believe,
You got to give an account 
up in judgement,
You better mind.

Love your neighbour, help those in need,
Every time, you’re planting a seed,
You got to give an account 
up in judgement,
You better mind.

Ken with Tomika Webb, Nikki D. Brown 
and Gloria Brown
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9.  A TALK WITH TIME  2:58 
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: piano, resophonic guitar, mandolin, hand claps, vocal; Ben: string bass;
Lyle: percussion; Felicity: harmony vocals

A TALK WITH TIME was originally a poem and present for my wife. It reflects my 
musing about the nature of time. Quantum physics posits that time is the fourth 
dimension. I have heard sages speak of experiencing the simultaneity of time, 
suggesting an ability for consciousness to inhabit a fourth dimensional universe. 
I juxtapose that with brilliant scientist Stephen Hawking, who spoke of having 
enough trouble understanding a two-dimensional world.** I say, “Time, let’s talk!”
**A Brief History Of Time, Stephen Hawking, 1988

Is time ours to give away?
To hold it tight or does it say,
“I have other plans today,
You cannot change my cosmic play.”

I ponder this and reply,
While looking time square in the eye
“It seems your nature is to fly
I’ll enter in your flowing by.”

I’m not without a rudder here,
And time, you’re not a thing to fear,
I have the means with which to steer,
And so I shall, to you my dear.

For precious is the time we share,
Though holding time’s like holding air,
But still this promise I will make,
More time with you I’ll surely take. 

Photo: Ellen M
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10. GIVE IT UP TO GOD  4:11
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: guitar, vibraphone, organ, vocal; Gord: string bass; Lyle: percussion
Walter McLean: congas; Amoy, Ciceal: harmony vocals

I wrote the melody and chorus for GIVE IT UP TO GOD many years ago at the 
Sivananda Yoga Retreat on Paradise Island in the Bahamas. Originally, it was at 
the request of a number of wonderful students doing their yoga teacher training 
but I lost those words. I kept coming back to it and finally finished the new verses 
in time for this recording.

Ken with Bucky Berger, Jesse Whiteley 
and Ben Whiteley

Ever felt tired, got the blues,
Overwhelmed or a bit confused?
Still there’s time to be amazed,
Look a little deeper with every gaze.

Give it up to God, Give it up to God.

I wrote this tune on Paradise Isle,
Remember it now and it makes me smile,
The soothing breeze and all the good will,
I close my eyes and I can feel it still.

Every wave has so many drops,
And the waves of change seem to never stop,
Tides keep rolling over me,
But I’ll take my place in eternity.

What will help us open our hearts,
Find and share the place where wisdom starts,
Feel the earth beneath our toes,
Nurture the soil and let love grows.
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13. LET ME REST AWHILE  2:48 
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: resophonic guitar, vocal; 
Ben: string bass

Finally, we come back to that need for 
refuge. Sometimes we find the biggest 
storms can be the ones in our own 
minds and that a safe harbour can be 
found in another’s expression of love.

Let me rest a while, 
Deep within your smile,
Let my worries fall away,
There’s so much to do, 
Now I’m here with you, Today.

When I went to bed, 
The noise inside my head,
Woke me up at three o’clock.
Now it’s almost five,
Like a ship I feel like I’ve, Got to dock.

So many storms around,
And demands abound,
There’s so much strife and sound.
So much work to do,
In this life I have with you.

I’ll go back to bed,
Try and rest my head.
If only for a while.
And in that morning light,
Hope I’ll feel alright, In your smile.

Let me rest a while.

11.  BENEATH OUR SKIN  3:39 
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: guitar, accordion, vocal; John: fiddle; Ben: string bass: Lyle: percussion

The writing that eventually became BENEATH OUR SKIN asked such questions as 
“If even the stones have some kind of consciousness, what about the billions of 
living life forms in our human biome?” and “What about the millions of living 
organisms in a handful of dirt?” While I’m glad the song took a more poetic turn, 
the original musings remain.

12. KING’S HIGHWAY  3:59 
Traditional, adapted, arranged, 
Ken Whiteley (2019)

Ken: twelve string guitar, vocal; Ben: string bass; 
Nikki D.: sacred steel, harmony vocal;
Bucky Berger: drums; Gloria Brown, Tomika 
Webb: harmony vocals, finger snaps

I’ve been singing versions of moving up the 
KING’S HIGHWAY going back to the days of the 
Original Sloth Band and The Honolulu 
Heartbreakers. I was originally inspired by a 
recording of the piano playing preacher, Rev. 
Robert Ballinger with the great Willie Dixon 
on string bass. It is intended to bookend the 
beginning of this musical journey of “laying 
down our burdens” and finding a “calm in the 
eye of the storm” with the sound and image 
of keeping going.

(Well I’m) Movin’ up the king’s highway, 
Movin’ up the king’s highway, 
Satan’s on my track, trying to turn me back,
I’m moving up the king’s highway.

Well I’m movin’, church I’m moving,
You got to move, when the Lord gets ready.
Ezekiel was the first, Ezekiel was the last,
Ezekiel walked out on the sea of glass,
Sea of glass all mingled with fire,
And I’m going to join that heavenly choir.

Don’t worry I said, put your head here,
Cuddle up close, to me my dear,
There are complications, more than we can count,
Challenges we may not surmount.
Close your eyes, let the breath flow,
Feel the warmth, as our bodies glow.

It’s hard to believe beneath our skin
All the life that teems within
So much more than we can know
Let it go, let it go.

I have watched where two streets meet,
All the bustle of all those feet.
Each person carrying their own weight,
Each person’s mind in its own state.
Midst all that humanity,
Here and now only you and me.

I’m not saying it’s easy,
Just needs the flick of a switch,
It’s more like living without much,
And realizing you’re rich.

I’ve talked too much, I’ve filled this space,
Maybe more than my allotted place.
Now I’ll listen, end this rhyme.
Remember the breath, remember the times
Your shoulder has supported me,
Resting in eternity.
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Ken with Ellen Manney 
and Ben Whiteley.
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Ken Whiteley: acoustic guitars, resophonic 
guitar, electric guitar, mandolins, lap steel, 
vibraphone, piano, organ, ukulele, washtub bass, 
acoustic bass guitar
Ben Whiteley: string bass, drums
Lyle Mozlan: shakers, cajon, bongos, tambourine
Bucky Berger: drums
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Gord Mowat: string bass
John Showman: fiddle
Cathy Fink: banjo
Walter McLean: congas
Njacko Backo: flexatone
Nikki D. Brown: sacred steel, vocals
Eve Goldberg: vocals
Jane Lewis: vocals
Amoy Levy: vocals
Ciceal Levy: vocals
Felicity Williams: vocals
Gloria Brown: vocals
Tomika Webb: vocals

Ken Whiteley uses Laskin guitars (six and 
twelve string), Apitius mandolins and 
Elixir strings.

We acknowledge the financial support of the 
Government of Canada through the Canada Music Fund.

GRATITUDE !

I feel tremendous gratitude for more things 
than I can say, but let me give voice to some 
appreciation for people involved in this 
recording project.

The Singers !  
I’ve been blessed to sing with a lot of 
incredible vocalists over the years and I’m 
so glad I’ve been able to include a number 
of them on this recording.

The Fabulous Levy Sisters, Amoy and Ciceal 
have been some of my prime singing buddies 
for over 25 years. I love them.

Eve Goldberg has been a long time, dear 
friend. When I sang with her and Jane Lewis 
(who perform together as Gathering Sparks) 
at the Folk Alliance conference in Montreal, I 
thought I’d love to record us singing together. 

Sisters Nikki and Gloria Brown and their 
cousin, Tomika Webb are an absolute treat to 
begin to get to know and sing with. When we 
were recording this session, it was great to 
hear stories of some of the greats of gospel 
music they met when Nikki and Gloria’s pastor 
father presented them in concert in Toledo.

Felicity Williams’ main gig these days is 
singing with the wonderful Afie Jurvenen, 
who performs as Bahamas but she can do 
a lot of things. I think it’s amazing how such 
talented people keep coming along!

The Musicians !

When I meet people for the first time and they 
hear I’m a musician they’ll often ask, “Are you in a 
group?” How can I begin to explain the complete 
answer to this question? Usually I just say, “I play in 
a lot of different musical configurations.”

Those configurations usually start with a bass player 
and I feel thrilled that three of my favourite bass 
players are on this recording. Gord Mowat, who 
now holds down the bass chair with Ken Whiteley 
& The Beulah Band, has been my main touring 
companion for the last few years and is awesome. 

George Koller and I have worked together since my 
1995 recording, Acoustic Eclectic and he truly lives 
up to the over used expression, “one of a kind.” 

Finally, what can I say about how great it is to play 
with my son, Ben? His groovage is unbeatable. 
His immense talent, skill and inspiring attitude 
have taken him to so many places I’ve never been.

Ben introduced me to the wonderful drummer and 
percussionist Lyle Mozlan. Knowing I wanted to 
take a more acoustic approach to this recording 
and having worked with Lyle live and in the studio, 
I’m so grateful for his rhythmic contributions.  

Bucky Berger is more than a musician I’ve played 
with for over forty years, but a dear friend and a 
special person to have walking around this planet.

Long time friend Cathy Fink is an inspiration to me 
at so many levels.

I really got to know John Showman and his fiddle 
playing virtuosity when Ben was in the group, 
New Country Rehab that John fronted. He’s 
always great.

I love sacred steel guitar and Nikki D. is simply 
one of the best. I look forward to playing more 
with her.

I have to also thank at least a few of the other 
musicians I play and sing with: Rosalyn Dennett, 
Rob McLaren, David Wall, Pat Patrick, Chris 
Whiteley and… the list could go on and on.

This recording was made over the entire course 
of 2019. I couldn’t have done this without Shari 
Campbell, who runs my office. Nik Tjelios’ hard 
work, dependability, attention to detail and 
ability to occasionally read my mind make him 
a lot more than a recording engineer. Thanks 
to mastering engineer Harris Newman who 
always performs to such a high standard of 
professionalism and Debbie Adams who is giving 
visual life to this work. In the metaphor of gospel 
music the great team at Borealis; Bill Garrett, 
Grit Laskin, Linda Turu and Alex Sinclair, provide 
a “rock in a weary land.”

I wouldn’t be anywhere close to where I am on 
this journey if it weren’t for my mate, life partner 
and so much more, Ellen Manney.






